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This is the lecture I should have given 
before the D3 lecture.

Run git pull from the public folder 
to follow along today.



Announcements
Lab 7 (Scrollytelling) out, due tomorrow 

Final Project proposal due tomorrow 

FAQs: 

1. When will Project 3 peer feedback be out? Within next few days. 
Feedback will be due 3 (business) days after emails are sent. 

2. When will Project 2 peer feedback be returned to us? Within 
next few days.
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What was your biggest struggle 
with implementing Project 3?
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To get participation for rest of lecture, 
submit one question on Slido at any 
point.
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pandas code executes from top to bottom
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Svelte JS code runs once 
from top-to-bottom...

But sometimes snippets 
in the middle get re-run, 
how does that work??
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Also, what do these 
files + folders mean?

And why do things 
break when I don't 
put them in the right 
folder?



Doing things the hard way: 
Plain JavaScript
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Pseudocode: 

1. When we click "Convert", 
read value in Celsius box. 

2. Convert value to F 
3. Update text below box

JS approach: 

1. Attach event listener to 
Convert button. Event 
handler reads value from 
Celsius box. 

2. Convert value to F 
3. Replace text of the <div> 

element below.(demo)
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Typing a URL into address bar only asks 
for one HTML file (index.html in this case):

index.html is appended if 
it isn't in URL, so this is 
the same.

Download, then render index.html
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Download, then render index.html HTML is also "executed" 
top-to-bottom:

Render HTML to screen

Download and run the main.css file

Download and run the main.js file
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Download, then render index.html HTML is also "executed" 
top-to-bottom:

Download and run the main.css file

Download and run the main.js file

Render HTML to screenWhat if these files are really big, or JS has an infinite loop?? 

Browser waits!
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Download, then render index.html HTML is also "executed" 
top-to-bottom:

Download and run the main.css file

Download and run the main.js file

Render HTML to screen

(demo)
js-lecture/plain01/
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Runs before rest of HTML loads. There are 
no HTML elements in document!

(demo)
js-lecture/plain02/

What happened?
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When everything else is 
done loading, call this 
function.

Let's walk through the code line by line
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Now we have an HTML 
element.
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When button is clicked, 
called this function
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Stop the default behavior of 
the button.

Doesn't do anything here, but 
we usually want this when we're 
working in JS.
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Find the celsius HTML element
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Get its value, then convert to F
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Get the result HTML element
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And set its text.
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JS code always runs 
top-to-bottom, but 
we use event 
handlers to delay 
execution...

And to rerun code in 
response to user 
input.
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This event only fires once (once 
the page is done loading), so this 
function only called once.
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This event fires every time a user 
clicks the button, so this function 
can get called many times.



Why Svelte?
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How many times do we 
need to search through 
the entire document for 
an ID?
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How many times do we 
need to search through 
the entire document for 
an ID?

Once in the beginning...

And potentially many times in this event handler
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Core logic of this function is really just 
one line. Rest is dealing with HTML.

Svelte intuition: Let functions focus on data, and have 
HTML update automatically.
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Plain JS
Svelte

2 lines of JS

No repetition in HTML

JS just manipulates data



Understanding Svelte Code
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App.svelte

JavaScript logic

HTML

CSS

One file instead of 
three!

(demo)
js-lecture/svelte/components/App.svelte
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Svelte renders elements after DOM has loaded, so 
this event handler never gets called.
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Replace with onMount if you want to write plain 
JavaScript and don't care about Svelte.

Warning: mixing onMount with Svelte reactivity 
($:) can result in weird bugs!

(demo)
js-lecture/svelte/components/App01.svelte
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Start by binding elements instead 
searching entire DOM.

Then, use Svelte events instead of 
addEventListener.

(demo)
js-lecture/svelte/components/App02.svelte
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We can bind the value of the tag 
directly instead of needing to 
read it in.

We can bind values into HTML to 
update them automatically.

(demo)
js-lecture/svelte/components/App03.svelte
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Before:
Event listener
HTML

Event listener
Event listener

HTML
HTML
Logic

HTML
HTML
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Logic
Logic

Binding

Binding
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1. When user types in this input...

2. celsius automatically updates.

3. fah depends on celsius, so this line automatically runs 
since we used $:

4. The HTML depends on celsius and fah, so it updates too.



Understanding the Svelte 
Folder Structure
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npm run build

Just one index.html file...

...that loads CSS and JS files from here.

Svelte converts .svelte files into plain 
JS files. This is called transpilation.
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src/ has original (source) .svelte files
node_modules/ has JS libraries (e.g. d3)

package.json lists the packages your 
project needs

static/ contains files (e.g. data) that should 
just be copied (not transpiled) into the build

.github/ has the config to auto-deploy 
GitHub pages

https://kit.svelte.dev/docs/project-structure 

https://kit.svelte.dev/docs/project-structure
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app.html: Top-level HTML template

routes/: Maps URLs to Svelte files. 
/ ➡ routes/+page.svelte 
/about ➡ routes/about/+page.svelte

components/: Svelte components of your app. 
Your app logic will go here.

https://kit.svelte.dev/docs/project-structure 

https://kit.svelte.dev/docs/project-structure
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When browser visits your 
{id}.github.io/{repo}/ URL...

One mental model for how things work...

Svelte renders the top-level app.html

http://github.io/
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When browser visits your 
{id}.github.io/{repo}/ URL...

One mental model for how things work...

Svelte renders the top-level app.html

Looks like regular HTML, with a special %sveltekit.body% 
directive so Svelte knows what part of the HTML to 
render into.

What should it render? Now it checks your URL...

http://github.io/
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When browser visits your 
{id}.github.io/{repo}/ URL...

One mental model for how things work...

URL is the root of the website, so it 
looks for routes/+page.svelte

http://github.io/
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When browser visits your 
{id}.github.io/{repo}/ URL...

One mental model for how things work...

URL is the root of the website, so it 
looks for routes/+page.svelte

Import a component...

Then render it into the page.

http://github.io/
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When browser visits your 
{id}.github.io/{repo}/ URL...

One mental model for how things work...

URL is the root of the website, so it 
looks for routes/+page.svelte

Doesn't that mean I could put all of my 
code from App.svelte into 
+page.svelte?

Yes, although it's not best practice, 
since components can get reused 
across pages of a web app.

http://github.io/


Example: Name Grapher
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(demo)
js-lecture/name-grapher/components/NameGrapher01.svelte



Example: Adding filtering to 
Name Grapher
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(demo)
js-lecture/name-grapher/components/NameGrapher02.svelte



Example: Adding a tooltip to 
Name Grapher
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(demo)
js-lecture/name-grapher/components/NameGrapher03.svelte


